Charismatic
Presence
Radiate Attraction and Desire

mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are charismatic and attractive. See
yourself as the center of any social situation.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are becoming more charismatic and magnetic. Write
down any positive comments others make.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I am focused
I am in the moment
I focus on who I'm talking to
I am congruent
I am relaxed
I appreciate the now
I focus my energy with power
I focus my energy with magnetism
I have a radiant smile
I have a magnetic gaze
I transfix people with my gaze
I am incredibly magnetic
I am incredibly attractive
people find me mesmerizing
people find me irresistible
I have magnetic eye contact

I have a magnetic smile
I have single minded focus
I have incredibly powerful focus
people enjoy being around me
people are naturally attracted to me
people are drawn to me
I have an attractive gaze
I have an attractive smile
my face is calm and relaxed
I have an enlightened smile
I radiate presence and understanding
I radiate presence and magnetism
I am incredibly magnetic
my smile radiates my personal magnetism
my loving eye contact radiates my personal magnetism
my soft and focused gaze radiates my personal magnetism
I enjoy the moment

I inspire others to enjoy the moment
I live in the now
I inspire others to live in the now
I am presence
I am love
I am compassion
I am magnetism
I am charisma
I am attraction
I am kindness
I am eternal
I am now
You are focused
You are in the moment
You focus on who You're talking to
You are congruent
You are relaxed

You appreciate the now
You focus your energy with power
You focus your energy with magnetism
You have a radiant smile
You have a magnetic gaze
You transfix people with your gaze
You are incredibly magnetic
You are incredibly attractive
people find you mesmerizing
people find you irresistible
You have magnetic eye contact
You have a magnetic smile
You have single minded focus
You have incredibly powerful focus
people enjoy being around you
people are naturally attracted to you
people are drawn to you

You have an attractive gaze
You have an attractive smile
my face is calm and relaxed
You have an enlightened smile
You radiate presence and understanding
You radiate presence and magnetism
You are incredibly magnetic
my smile radiates your personal magnetism
my loving eye contact radiates your personal magnetism
my soft and focused gaze radiates your personal
magnetism
You enjoy the moment
You inspire others to enjoy the moment
You live in the now
You inspire others to live in the now
You are presence
You are love
You are compassion

You are magnetism
You are charisma
You are attraction
You are kindness
You are eternal
You are now

